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PRIVATE_office is a family of casegoods and desking that can be combined to create 
a broad array of private office configurations, which complement Innovant’s NIGEL and 
FORm_office workstations in design, materials and workmanship.

PRIVATE_office elements come with standard and tailored sizing, finishes, technology 
integration and cable management features. These options allow for flexible planning 
and specification in order to achieve the perfect private office configuration.

Consistent with all Innovant products, PRIVATE_office delivers a clean aesthetic, 
intelligent and purposeful features, and can be easily tailored to meet the exact 
requirements of every new project.
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PARSONS TABLES

Slab tops (1.5” thick) floating ¹∕8” above 1.5” square 
Parsons table frames. Tops can be specified with 
integrated cable grommets, various power & data 
distribution, task lighting, & many other tailored 
details & options for personalization. Optional 
cable management below the desk is specified 
based on grommet location and cable routing 
requirements.

PRIMARY ELEMENTS

BASIC CREDENZAS [HIGH]

Freestanding or storage-supported work surfaces 
(1.5” thick above ¹∕8” reveals) that are 28.5”H x 
18”D. Basic Credenzas do not have any wall 
modesty below the surface. Optional cabling 
access is provided by cable grommets or rear 
cutouts where possible. Location and quantity 
(length) of cable access is customer specified. 
Supporting storage is specified from Innovant’s 
standard range of millwork storage units.

BASIC CREDENZAS [LOW]

Freestanding or storage-supported work surfaces 
(1.5” thick above ¹∕8” reveals) that are 26.5”H x 
18”D. Basic Credenzas do not have any wall 
modesty below the surface. Optional cabling 
access is provided by cable grommets or rear 
cutouts where possible. Location and quantity 
(length) of cable access is customer specified. 
Supporting storage is specified from Innovant’s 
standard range of low height millwork storage 
units.
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WORKING CREDENZAS

Freestanding surfaces that are 28.5”H x 24-
27”D x 1-1/2” thick, which can act as both 
credenzas and work spaces with sufficient 
ergonomic depth. They can be specified with 
optional wall modesty below the surface to 
hide technology and connectivity. Optional 
worktop cabling access is provided by cable 
grommets or rear cutouts. Supporting storage 
is specified from Innovant’s standard range of 
desk height millwork storage units.

DESK RETURNS 

18”D suspended returns that are available to 
connect tables and credenzas. 

TOWER STORAGE

Available in a wide variety of configurations in 
standard height of 76” and standard widths of 
16”, 19”, 24”, 30”, 32”, 36” and 42”.

OVERHEAD STORAGE & SHELVING

Wall mounted and offset to provide optional 
backlighting. Standard size units are available in 
16”, 19”, 28.5”, 30”, 32”, 34.5”, 36”, 40.5”, 42” & 46.5” 
widths x 18”D. These units contain an adjustable 
height full width shelf. Optional side-hinged doors 
have integrated finger pulls at the bottom of the 
doors and have self-closing European hinges.



POWER, DATA & LIGHTING

Innovant can integrate many different desktop 
flush mounted power and cable grommet 
features into table, desk and credenza work 
surfaces at the time of specification.

WALL BOARDS 

Wall boards are sized to suit and finished in 
materials such as tackable fabric and white 
board. Chamfers in seams allow for cabling to 
run up behind them (into overheads or other 
wall lighting).

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Innovant can integrate many different desktop 
flush mounted power and cable grommet 
features into table, desk and credenza work 
surfaces at the time of specification.

MOBILE STORAGE

Please refer to Innovant’s Millwork Storage 
Specification Guide.
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*For more fabrics, please refer to Innovant’s Materials & Finishes Guide. 

FABRIC SELECTION

LUNA TEXTILES RADAR COLLECTION 
Tin Beachcomber Mojave Skyscraper

Facet Frond L’eau Musette

LUNA TEXTILES LINEA COLLECTION 

Innovant’s sophisticated materials & finishing program provides clients with the 
opportunity to infuse their company’s brand or personality into its furniture. With a wide 
variety of veneer, laminate and powdercoat colors, Innovant’s PRIVATE_office line 
allows great flexibility to deliver clients the perfect colors or finish combinations. 

Innovant has partnered with Luna Textiles to offer a full range of elegant, yet 
performance-driven textiles that complement the clean and modern aesthetic of 
Innovant’s products. For the full list of fabrics available in a variety of patterns and 
textures, please refer to Innovant’s Materials & Finishes Guide. 
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Carousel Parade Chapiteau Acrobat

LUNA TEXTILES TRAPEZE COLLECTION 

Mécanique Pantomime Aerial Flyer

Cigar Box Flic-Flac Highwire Pirouette

*For more fabrics, please refer to Innovant’s Materials & Finishes Guide. 

Fabric Back Painted GlassWhiteboard

STANDARD WALL BOARD MATERIALS
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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